English 3
L.O. To read and write playscripts.
Quiz
Summarise the story of Little Red Riding Hood by numbering the following events 1 – 6 in the order that they
occur. Refer to the text to ensure you are correct. The first event has been done for you.
1 - Little Red Riding Hood prepares for her trip and packs her picnic basket.
6 - The Woodsman saves Red and her grandmother from the wolf.
4 - Red arrives at her grandmother’s house and notices something is wrong.
3 - Red meets a kind Wolf in the woods, but the Wolf is only nice and sweet to get information.
5 - Red realizes that the Wolf is her grandmother!
2 - Red leaves on her trip through the dark and creepy forest.

GP/IP
Little Red Riding Hood is loving and obedient, since she's been sent on an errand by her mother. She must be
trustworthy to carry out the task, but also innocent and naive because she's unafraid of the wolf when they
first meet. It also takes her a bit to recognize the wolf pretending to be her grandmother once she reaches the
house. When she does, she is scared. Once the woodsman comes to their rescue, we find out that both the girl
and the grandmother return to their merry ways and eat the food she has delivered.
− nice / kind / sweet
− caring
The mother is trusting as she sends Red to deliver food to her grandmother. She is also naïve and unaware as
she sends the little girl on the journey through the woods alone without an adult, which isn’t very safe.
The grandmother lives in the woods, a fair journey for Red Riding Hood to make to arrive at her cottage. She is
both ill and weak, and needs the nourishment from the food packed away by Red Riding Hood's mother for
her health. She's a woman who is aged (old) and frail and unable to get around easily. We know this because
when the wolf arrives at the house, he is able to snatch the grandmother up and eat her. The old woman isn't
even able to get out of the bed to answer the door, and invites the wolf in.
− gentle
− nice
− friendly
The wolf meets Red in the woods on her journey to her grandmother's house. The wolf first presents himself
as friendly to the girl, but it's all an act. He's trying to trick her into telling him what she's carrying in her basket
and where she's headed. When the girl acts unafraid and speaks to him, he is able to get the information he
wants and starts to hatch a plan.
− evil / wicked / cruel / mean
− strong
− scary
− cunning

− devious
− tricky
− bad
The hunter hears the commotion in the cottage while passing by, and rushes to help, showing how selfless
(not selfish) and courageous he is. He shows how strong he is with an axe as he takes on the wolf to save Red
and her grandmother.
− brave
− good

